<A Freeman's Address>
(Without Postcode)

Date:<xxx>
<Name of Representative>
<Address of Corporation>

Dear <Representative>

Notice of Understanding & Intent and Claim of Right
<A Freeman's Reference>
Without Prejudice

You have apparently <written to my address and/or made demands upon> <'Legal Fiction Name'>. This Is Not Me. investigated the matter further, and the law appertaining to it, I am now writing to you in honour, seeking remedy in relation to this matter. 

I do not understand your apparent demands and therefore cannot lawfully fulfil them. I seek clarification of your demands via proof of claim so that I may act according to the law and maintain my entire body of inalienable Natural Rights.

Please read this notice thoroughly and carefully before responding. It is a Notice. It informs you. It means what it says.

I am offering conditional agreement. This removes controversy, and means that you no longer have any ultimate recourse to a court of law in this matter, because there is no controversy upon which it could adjudicate. 

If you cannot provide proof of claim, in the form of counter claim against the understandings given below and estoppel results, you could always attempt to take these conditions into a court of law if you so wish, but they are, indeed, perfectly lawful. That option is, of course, always your prerogative should you decide to invest more of your corporations time and monetary resources in such a way.

For the above reasons it is important that you consider and respond to the offer in substance. The 'nearest official form' or letter stating 'rejection of representations' will not suffice, as I am being honourable by informing you in the first instance of my understandings, intentions and claims of right and consequently any correspondence which does not specifically address the terms of my conditional acceptance to your offer is likely to be ignored by myself without any dishonour on my part.

However there is a time-limit on the agreement being offered. It is a reasonable notice period, for a professional corporate body politic such as yours (which should be able to adequately address all the lawful issues referred to within the time-scale provided), and if it expires before you have responded appropriately then you and all associated parties are in default, removing any and all lawful justification on your part for proceeding in this matter.

Below are my understandings related to your apparent demands and to which I require clarification in the form of proof of valid counterclaim:

Understandings

Whereas I understand that you have written to a <“Mr LEGAL FICTION”> regarding a <'Penalty Charge Notice/Fixed Penalty Notice/Parking Charge'> <No. XXXXXX>, and

Whereas I am not <“Mr LEGAL FICTION”> but <A Freeman's Given Name>, of the family <'A Freeman's Family Name'> as commonly called, and

(N.B. A Freeman only uses the following paragraph if someone else got the ticket and he and they have already sent notice of this)

Whereas I understand that both I (via written correspondence), and <Another Freeman> of the family <'As Appropriate'> (via lawful notice) have both previously informed you that <'The Other Freeman'> of the family <'As Appropriate'> and not myself was in control of the private conveyance in question at the time and date in question, and

Whereas I understand <“Mr LEGAL FICTION”> to be a legal 'Person', under the civil legal system, created without my consent via the act of registration of my birth by my parents, an act they undertook without full disclosure by the 'Crown' or its 'State' as to the consequences of this act, and the details of which are merely hearsay in any case, and

Whereas I am in fact a human man with inalienable natural & human rights, bound only by the law of the land, viz. The Common Law, and am not a criminal, and

Whereas I understand that the <“Traffic Management Act 2004 as amended” (or name of whatever act, if quoted by them)> is a statute forming part of the civil legal system and therefore only applies to 'persons' (legal fictions) registered as members of 'Society' and not to human beings, and

Whereas I understand that I, as a human being cannot be a member of the 'Society' whose statutes and subsisting regulations you are enforcing, or act in commerce, and

Whereas I have shown you no form of identification, and

Whereas I understand that the aforementioned civil legal system is derived from Roman civil law, itself being derived from merchant contract law and that all contracts require my consent, and

Whereas I understand that my consent in this form can only be given via the joinder created between me as a human man and my 'Person' as a legal fiction via the act of me accepting, after first agreeing with the terms of and signing, an offer to contract and thereby agreeing to represent the legal fiction person and accepting said terms, and

Whereas I understand your correspondences regarding <'Penalty Charge Notice/Fixed Penalty Notice/Parking Charge'> <No. XXXXXX> to be offers to contract and I do not wish to contract with you without valid proof of claim, and 

Whereas I understand that the charge was not the result of a lawful investigation unmarred by prejudice, and the alleged transgression has no credible independent witness to the fact I therefore intend to:

Intentions

Serve you this honourable notice
Conditionally accept your offer subject to receipt of the proofs of counter claim against the claims I have made in my understandings detailed above
Claim estoppel in this matter should the aforementioned proofs of counter claim not be forthcoming from you within my notice period

Claim Of Right

I, <A Freeman's Given Name>, of the family <'A Freeman's Family Name'>, claim my right to clarification of the terms of any agreement I am asked to enter into and therefore hereby offer you conditional acceptance to the offer you addressed to a <“Mr LEGAL FICTION”>, subject to receipt of proof of claim against me, the human man, within the notice period provided, received in the form of valid counter claim against the claims specified in the understandings detailed above.

As stated, any counterclaims against me must not merely reference any obligations of 'Persons' under 'Statutes' and 'Acts', these being merely instruments of the civil legal system (a system created by 'The State' and which requires the consent of the people to be governed by it), whilst this land is in perpetuity a Common Law jurisdiction.

Notice Period

Failure to accept this offer and to clarify your demands in the form of valid counter claim against my understandings and to do so completely and in good faith within <14 (fourteen)> days of the recorded delivery receipt of this notice will be deemed by all parties to result in 'issue estoppel' (if the understandings are not validly counterclaimed against with appropriate proof of claim) or 'estoppel by acquiescence' (if no properly addressed and saluted reply is received whatsoever within the notice period) meaning you as principle and any agents or other parties you may appoint in this matter abandon all demands upon me.

I hereby also give you Notice that you must address any counterclaims in correspondence correctly to me, the human man, <A Freeman's Given Name>, of the family <'A Freeman's Family Name'> (this may alternatively be written as <A Freeman's Given Name> :<'A Freeman's Family Name'>) and not to any titled and/or capitalized 'legal person' such as MR. <ALL CAPITALS> or Mr. <Initials & CAPITALS> or Mr. <FAMILY NAME CAPITALS> (as this relates not to me the human man but to the legal fiction created unknowingly and without full disclosure via the registration of my birth by my parents, and

Because I am hereby giving you Notice and forewarning of this, I also claim the right to ignore or return to you unopened and unread any such incorrectly addressed/saluted and/or unspecific & general correspondence without this resulting in dishonour on my part.

Notice to principle is notice to agent and vice versa

<Sincerely/Faithfully> and without prejudice, ill will, vexation or frivolity.



<A Freeman's Mark>
_____________________

<A Freeman's Given Name> :  <'A Freeman's Family Name'>
All Rights Reserved (i.e. all Natural Inalienable Rights Reserved and None Waived)

